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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let G be a finite group and S be a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. In this paper 
we investigate the case in which S has the form Q x R for some R and some 
non-Abelian, indecomposable group Q such that J&(Q) C Z(Q) In particular, 
we show that G is not simple if Q is a generalized quaternion group. 
Define Z*(G) to be the subgroup of G that contains O,,(G) and satisfies 
the condition 
Z*(G)/O,,(G) = Z(G/O,,(G)). 
In the main theorem of [l], we showed that Z*(G) contains every weakly 
closed element of S (with respect to G), that is, every .x E S with the property 
that, whenever g c G and xg E S, then xg = x. Consequently, G is not 
simple if / G 1 > 2 and S contains a non-identity weakly closed element. 
Our first two results give some sufficient conditions for Z*(G) n S to ‘be 
nontrivial and some general information about conjugacy in S. (Note that 
J(S) and IJS) are defined below.) 
THEOREM A. Let S be a Sylow 2-subgroup of a jinite group G and bt 
K = ~sPdw(m>~ s PP u ose k is a positive integer and Tl ,..., T, are 
cyclic subgroups of order four in K. Dejine 
(ui:‘ = Q,(TJ for i = l,..., k; u = uI ..‘ (TV ; and T = (T, ,a..> Tp;>. 
Assume that 
(-41) every element of S permutes Tl ,.=., Tk by cmjugation; 
(A2) T= T1 x ... x Tk;,; 
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(A3) whenevm 1 < i < k, x E No(TJ, and Y has order tz~o, then x 
centralizes Ti ; and 
(A4) (T E Z(N(K)). 
Then c E Z*(G). 
THEOREM B. Let p be a prime, S be a Sylow P.-subgroup of a $nite group G, 
and K be CsPIMJe,(W)~ S PP u ose k is a positive integer and TI ,. .., TI, 
are isomorphic subgroups of K. Let T = (TI ,..., Tk>. Assume that: 
(Bl) evmy element of N(K) permutes TI ,..., Tk by conjugation; 
(B2) T = TI x ..* x TX ; 
(B3) whenever 1 < i < k and P is a p-subgroup of N(T,) that contailzs 
Ti , then Ti is a direct factor of P and J&( TJ 4 N(P) n N( T,‘); 
(B4) TI is not Abelian and QI(TI) C Z(T,); and 
(B5) either p is odd or TI is not a generalized quaternion group. 
Then 8,(T) is strongly closed in S with respect to G and, if p = 2, 
Ql( T) n Z(N(K)) _C Z*(G). 
We apply Theorems A and B to obtain the following special cases. 
THEOREM C. Let S be a Syloz~j 2-subgroup of a$nite group G. Suppose Q 
is a non-Abelian, indecomposable direct factor of S and X&(Q) C Z(Q). Assume 
that Q n Z(N(S) n N(Q’)) + 1. Then S n Z*(G) f  1. 
THEOREM D. Let Q be a Jinite, non-Abelian, indecomposable 2-group such 
that sZ,(Q) _C Z(Q). Then the following conditions on Q are equivalent: 
(a) For evely subgroup A of odd order in aut Q, A Jixes some nonidentity 
element of ,O. 
(b) Whenever Q is a Sylow 2-subgroup of a $nite group G, then 
Q n Z*(G) # 1. 
(c) Whenever R is a 2-group and Q x R is a Sylow 2-subgroup of a 
Jinite group G, then (Q x R) n Z*(G) f 1. 
COROLLARY. Suppose G is a finite group and some Sallow 2-subgroup S 
of G has a generalized quaternion group as a direct factor. Then S n Z”(G) # 1. 
In Section 2 we obtain some properties of direct products, derived mainly 
from [3]. These properties are used to obtain some connections between 
direct products and J-subgroups in Section 3. Theorem 3.1, at the end of 
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Section 3, is the key step in obtaining Theorems C and D from Theorems A 
and B. 
Theorem A and the weak closure of tin,(T) in 5’ in Theorem I3 are proved 
in Sections 4 and 5. As mentioned at the end of Section 5, a similar proof 
can be used to obtain the conclusion of Theorem E regarding Z*(G). A 
general result on strong closure is proved in Section 6, and the remaining 
proofs are completed in Sections 7-10. 
All groups in this paper are assumed to be finite. Most of our notation 
is standard and taken from [4]. In addition, for a group G we write HE G 
if N is a subgroup of G and H C G if H C G and H # G. We denote the 
Frattini subgroup of G by D(G). Suppose H C G and T is a subset of G. 
Then T is a t~amversal to H in G if the sets Ht, t E T, are disjoint and if 
their union is G. 
Suppose H C G. An automorphism of G is said to $;x H if it maps E 
into itself. A group B of automorphisms of G $xes H if each element of 4 
fixes H. 
Suppose G is a p-group for some prime p. Let d(G) be the maximum 
of the orders of the Abelian subgroups of G. Eet d(G) be the set of all 
Abelian subgroups of G of order d(G). Let J(G) = (&‘(G)). Thus, S(G) 
is the Thoazpson subgroup of G as defined in [4]. In addition, let d,(G) be 
the maximum of the orders of the elementary Abelian subgroups of G: 
g(G) be the set of elementary Abelian subgroups of order d,(Gj, and k(G) 
be (d(G)). 
2. DIRECT PRODUCTS 
Suppose 01 is an automorphism of a group G. Then a: is said to be a cezzeni 
automorphism if g” = g (mod Z(G)) for every g E 6; Ix is said to be a zzorrrzai: 
automorphism if 01 commutes with every inner automorphism of G. Ii; is 
easy to see that 01 is central if and only if 01 is normal [6, pp. 55-563. 
LEMMA 2.1. Suppose cs is a central automorphisna of a gsozip G. Then 
HZ(G) = N”Z(G) for every mbgpoup H of G, and 01 acts trivially orz G’. 
Proof. The first part of the conclusion is obvious. For the second, take 
any g, h E G, and choose y, x E Z(G) such that gel = gy and ha = kz. Then 
[g, l-zy = [gc, 1zq = (gy)-’ (hz)-1 (gy)(hx) = y-lg-lx-liz-lgyhz 
= g-lh-lgh = [g, h]. 
Since g and h are arbitrary and G’ = ([g, h] ! g, h E G), the iemma is proved. 
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In the next three propositions, we will consider the following condition: 
(2.1) G is a group, HI ,..., H, are &decomposable subgroups of G and 
G=H,x...xH,. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. dssume (2.1), and assume also that ICI ,..., Kt are 
&decomposable subgroups of G and G = Kl x . . . x K, . Then: 
(a) t = s; 
(b) there exists a permutation u of {l,..., s} and a central automorphism 
a of G such that HiDl = K,ci) fey i = I,..., s; 
(c) for o as in (b) and j = o(l), we hate G = HI x K*, where 
K* = (Kl x **a x K,+) x (K,+l x ... x K,); and 
(d) for a as in (b) and i = I,..., s, we have H,Z(G) = K,(,)Z(G) and 
Hi’ = K&, . 
Proof. Parts (a), (b), and (c) are part of the Krull-Remak-Schmidt 
theorem [6, Satz 12.3, p. 661. Part (d) follows from (a), (b), (c), and 
Lemma 2.1. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Assume (2.1). Suppose 1 < T < s, HI E ... - H, , 
and, for i = Y + l,..., S, Hi C$ HI . Then each automorphism of G p:mutes 
the subgroups H,Z(G),..., H,Z(G) and permutes the subgroups HI’,..., H,’ in 
the same manner. 
Proof. Let p E aut G. Let Ki = Hi6 for i = l,..., s. Then every Ki is 
indecomposable, and G = Kl x ..* x KS . Take 0 and 01 as in Proposi- 
tion 2.1(b). Then 
Hia = Ku(i) = (Ho(i)>“, for i = l,..., s. 
Hence a permutes the subscripts l,..., T among themselves. Now apply 
part (d) of Proposition 2.1. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Suppose Fl ,..., Fk are indecomposable subgroups of a 
group G and each of them is a direct factor of G. Assume that the subgroups 
F,‘,..., F,’ are distinct. Then 
Fl *..Fk =F, x ... xF,, 
and Fl ‘.. Fk is a direct factor of G. 
Proof. We use induction on k. The result is obvious if k = 1. Suppose 
it is true for k = n; we will prove it for the case k = n + 1. 
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Set HI = F,,, . TakeHsuchthatG=H, x H,andletH=H,x..,xH,, 
where each Hi is indecomposable. Then G satisfies (2.1). We can similarly 
obtain indecomposable subgroups KI ,..., K, of G such that 
G = KI x ... x K, and K, = F, for i = I,..., rc. 
Take (r and j as in Proposition 2.1. Then Kj’ = K& = HI’ = F& . 
Hence, by hypothesis, j > n. By part (c) of Proposition 2.1, FI x ..I x F,,, 
is a direct factor of G. 
PROPOSITION 2.4 (Kovacs-Newman [7]). Suppose G is a p-gwup, G = 
H x K-, and -q is a p’-subg,gsoup of aut G that $xes H. Then there exists 
K* C G sz~ch that G = H x K* and 4 fixes K*. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. Suppose G is a p-group, G = H x K, and A is a 
p’-s&group of aut G. 
(a) If  no indecomposable direct factor of H is isomorphic to an indecom- 
posable direct factor of K, then there exists a central automorphism CI of G 
such that d j&es Ha and Km. Moreover, if A jkes H, we can choose a: s~cch 
that H3: = Ii. 
(bj I f  H is indecomposable and is not dbelian and if A jices HZ(G), 
then there e.vist H”, K* C G such that 
G = H” x K” = ff” x K = f f  x K-” 
and A “fixes H* and K*. 
Proof. (a) This is a special case of parts (c) and (d) of Theorem 1 of [3]. 
(bj Let G* = HZ(G) = H x Z(K). Apply part (a> to 6% in place 
of G; let H* = Ha. By Proposition 2.1(c), G* = H* x Z(K). 
NOW, 
N,(H*) 1 (G”, C,(G*);> 2 HK = G, 
So H* CJ G. Also, H*K = G*K = G, and H* n K = (H* n G*) n K = 
H* n (G* n K) = H* n Z(K) = 1. So G = H”; x K. We obtain K* by 
Proposition 2.4; note that G = H x K”’ by Proposition 2,l(cj. 
PROPOSITION 2.6. Let S be a Sylow p-subgroup of a group G. Suppose 
Q is a non-dbelian indecomposable subgroup of S alld S = Q x I?. Then 
there e.vist Q”, R* _C S such that 
(a) S=Q*xR4’=QxR*=Q*xR, 
(b) Q*, R* I! N(S) n N(Q’) = N(S) n N(QZ(S)), and 
(cj Q”’ = Q’, R”’ = R’. 
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Proof. Let L = N(S) n N(QZ(S)). By Proposition 2.2, 
L = N(S) n N(Q’). 
Let L* be a complement of S in L and let A be the group of automorphisms 
of S induced by the elements of L *. Apply Proposition 2.5 with S in place 
of G. 
We now require a slight variation of a result of [3, Theorem 31. For 
the convenience of the reader, we quote the necessary lemmas and give 
the details of the proof. The following three lemmas are special cases of 
[3, Lemmas 3-51. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let p be a prime and T be a p-subgroup of a group G. Suppose 
H is a p’-subgroup that normalizes T. Assume that 
(a) T is Abelian and H centralizes G,(T), or that 
(b) T has no Abelian direct factors and H centralizes T/Z(T). 
Then H centralizes T. 
Lena 2.3. Let p be a prime and A and B be normal Abelian p-subgroups 
of a group G. Suppose that B C A and that some Sylow p-subgroup of G 
normalizes some complement of B in A. Then G normalizes some complement 
of B in A. 
LEMMA 2.4. Suppose p is a prime, S is a S’plow p-subgroup of a group G, 
and s’ _C T _C S. Let W be the transfer of G into SIT. Then: 
(a) IfACSnZ(N(S))andAnT=l,thenAnG’=AnkerW=l. 
(b) If T a N(S), then Q,( T n Z(S)) _C ker JV. 
PROPOSITION 2.7. Let p be a prime and S be a Sylow p-subgroup of a 
group G. Suppose Q and R are normal subgroups of N(S) and S = Q x R. 
Assume that Q _C O,(G), that Q’ 4 G, and that no Abelian indecomposable 
direct factor of Q is isomorphic to a subgroup of R. Then there exists a normal 
subgroup Q* of G such that S = Q* x R. Furthermore, sf Q’ CQ, CQ and 
Q0 a G, rue can choose Q* such that Q* 2 Q0 . 
F’roof. We merely repeat the proof of Theorem 3 of [3], with slight 
changes. 
Let RI = O,(G) n R and X = QZ(O,(G)). Since Q C O,(G) C S = 
Q x K 
O,(G) = Q x RI and X = QZ(O,(G)) = Q x Z(RJ. 
Since 0’ (I G, Proposition 2.2 yields that T a G. -- 
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Represent Q as a direct product of an Abelian subgroup Q, and a subgroup 
Qb having no Abelian direct factors. By Proposition 2.5(a), we may assume 
that Q, and Qb are normalized by a complement of S in M(S) and are 
therefore normal in N(S). I f  Q)n + 1, let pc be the minimum of the exponents 
of the indecomposable direct factors of Qn . I f  Q, = 1, let pe = 9 j T I- 
Then let 
To = (Xpe-l j N E T). 
Now T,, 4 G and 
!&(QSa) C To C Q. (2.2) 
Since R centralizes Q, R centralizes TO and T/Z(T). Let 
c = G(T/W)) r-7 GFlJ and H=CT. 
Then C and H are normal in G and S = QR L CT = N. 
Let K be a complement of S in NH(S). Since N/C s T/(C n T), R c C. 
Thus [T, R] c Z(T) and K centralizes To . Therefore, [Qb , K] C Z(Qb) and, 
by (2.2), K centralizes Qi(Q,). By Lemma 2.2, K centralizes Qa and Qa j 
So K centralizes Q. 
Assume now that QO is given such that Q’ C Qa C Q-and QO Ii G. (If 
necessary, let QI, be Q’.) Let il = El/Q,, Q = Q/Q0 , K = KQ,/Q, I and 
so forth. Then Q c Z(S) and N&S) = SK, so 
NE(S) centralizes Q. 
Let W be the transfer of H into S/R. By Lemma 2.4(a), 
(22) 
&nH’CQnkerW= 1; (2.4) 
Since / Image( < / S/R 1 = / Q 1, Q is a complement to ker 14’ in g. 
Hence Q is a complement to T n ker IV in T. Since 15’ depends only on E 
and R and since N(S) normalizes H and R, -V(S) normalizes ker W. By 
the Frattini argument, G = H-W(S); therefore, G normalizes ker W. Hence, 
T n ker Tt’g G. Now, T’ = Q’ = 1 and S normalizes Q. By-Lemma 2.3: 
there exists a complement Q* of T n ker IV in T such that Q* a G. Let 
Q* be the subgroup of T that contains Q, and satisfies 0*/Q,, = Q*. 
By Lemma 2.4, Qi(Z(Ii)) C ker IV. Since @(Z(R)) QojQc 5 Gl(Z(w)); 
(2.4) yields that 
i&(Z(R)) n Q* C Ql(Z(R)) n Q. C R n Q = 1. 
Hence, Q* n R is normal in R but intersects Z(R) in 1, so Q” n R = I. 
Consequently, / Q*R j = 1 Q* I 1 R I = I Q j I R / = / S I. Since Q*? R 4 S, 
we have S = Q* x R. This completes the proof of Proposition 2.7. 
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PROPOSITION 2.8. Let p be a prime and S be a Sylow p-subgroup of a 
group G. Suppose Q is an indecomposable non-Abelian subgroup of S and 
S = Q x R. Let GI = N(Q’). Assume tlaat Q C O,(G) and Q 4 NoI( 
Let gI ,..., g, be a transversal to GI in G such that g, = 1. Then there exists 
Q* C S n O,(G) enjoying the following properties, where we set Qi = Q*gi 
for each i: 
(a) S =Q* x RandQ*gG,; 
(b) (Q*)’ = Q’; 
(c) Q1 *..Qn = Q1 x ... x Qn, and Q, *..Qn is a direct factor of 
O,(G); 
(d) G permutes Q1 , . . . , Qn transitively by conjugation and normalizes 
Q1 ..’ Q)n . 
Moreover, suppose Q,, 4 GI and Q’ _C Q, _C Q. TJzen Q* can be chosen to 
contain Q, . 
Proof. By Proposition 2.6, there exists R* a NG1(S) such that S = 
Q x R*. Whenever Q* _C S and S = Q* x R*, then S = Q* x R, by 
Proposition 2.1(c). Therefore, we will assume that R 4 NoI( Then 
Proposition 2.7 (applied to GI instead of G) yields a group Q* that satisfies 
(a) and that contains Q,, if Q,, is given. Then (b) follows from Proposition 2.2 
and (c) from Proposition 2.3. Because of (a), we easily obtain (d). 
LEMMA 2.6. Suppose p is a prime, G is an indecomposable p-group, and 
I G 1 > p. Then Q#‘(G)) C D(G). 
Proof. Suppose 3~’ E .OI(Z(G)) and x # D(G). Since D(G) is the intersection 
of all the maximal subgroups of G, there exists a maximal subgroup M 
of G that does not contain x. Then M n (xi = 1 and G = (AI, xj, so 
G = M x (x), a contradiction. 
LEMMA 2.7 (Gaschiitz [5, p. 2461). Suppose p is a prime, A is an Abelian 
normal p-subgroup of a group G, and some Sylow p-subgroup of G splits over A. 
TJzen G splits o;uer A. 
LEMMA 2.8. Suppose p is a p&ze and Q is a p-subgroup of a group G. 
Assume that Q,(Q) C Z(Q) and that Q is a direct factor of every p-subgroup 
of G tkat contains and normalizes Q. TJaen every element of G of order p that 
normalizes Q must also centralize Q. 
Proof. Suppose x E N(P) and xp = 1. Let Q* = (Q, x). By hypothesis, 
Q* = Q x R for some subgroup R of Q*. Then 
x c QdQ*) = QdQ> x J-%(R) c C(Q). 
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LEhUUA 2.9. Suppose p is a prime, S is a Sylow p-subgroup of a group G, 
and S = Q x R. Then: 
(a) Q is a direct factor of every p-subgroup of G that colzta&s arzd 
~zornzaliaes 0: and 
(b) if 52,(Q) C Z(Q) and if T 4 Q, x E N(T), and xg = I, then x 
centralizes T. 
Proof. (a) Suppose T is a p-group and Q c T c N(Q). Since SC N(Q), 
S is a Sylow p-subgroup of N(Q). Take g E N(Q) such that Tg_C S. Then 
Q=pCTgCS=QxR. 
Hence Tg = Q x (R n Tg) and T = Q x (Ro-’ n T). 
(b) Here .E’ E N(T) and S = Q x R C N(T). Take g E N(T) such that 
xs E S. Then .I? E Q,(S) C C(Q) C C(T), by Lemma 2.8. Since C(T)4 IVY 
x E C(T). 
PROPOSITION 2.9. Szzppose S is a Syl~w p-szcbgroup of a group G. Let 
Z = D(z(sj). Suppose A is an elemerzt of Z n Z(N(J(S))), OY A is a nornzai 
subgroup qf AV(J(S)) co?ztained in Z. Then A is weakly closed ifz S with respect 
to 6. 
Proof. This is Theorem 14.5 in [8, p. 421. 
IPROPOSITION 2.10. Suppose p is a prifrze, S is a Sylow p-subgroup of a 
grwzp G, and S = Q x R. Asszrfrze that Q’ C Q, C D(Q) and that 
QoiQ’ 4 NNW) dJWQ’N. 
Then Q, is weakly closed b S witiz Fespect to N(Q’). 
?+oof. We may assume that G = N(Q’), that is, that Q‘ < G. 
Let e = G/Q’, .‘? = S/Q’, i? = RO’lO’ and so forth. Then s = Q x 8, - -7 
so 
g c Z(S) 5 J(S). (2.5j 
Take El c G such that HI Q’ and H/Q’ = N~(J(s)). BJ~ (2.5), Q C O,(H). 
By hypothesis, Q, 4 H. So Q0 4 R. By Proposition 2.9: $, is weakly closed 
in s with respect to G. Hence, Q0 is weakly closed in S with respect to G. 
PROPOSITION 2.11. Suppose p is a prime, S is a Sylow p-subgroup of a 
group 6, and S = Q x R. Let JJ = sZ,(D(Q)). Assume that 
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Let T be a p-subgroup of N(Q) that contains Q. Then 
(a) G is weakly closed in S with respect to N(Q’) and 
(b) G’ 4 N(T) n N(Q’). 
Proof. (a) Let Q, = SZQ’. Then Q, _C D(Q) and 52 = Gr(QO). By Proposi- 
tion 2.10, Q, is weakly closed in S with respect to N(Q’). Suppose g E N(Q’) 
and Szg C S. Then Qag = @Q’S = DQ’ _C S. Hence, Qag = Q,, and 
Qg = (L$(Q,,))” = Ql(Qo) = Q. 
(b) Since S C N(Q), S is a Sylow p-subgroup of N(Q). Take g E N(Q) 
such that Tg _C S. Then @ _C Q _C Tg _C S. By (a), 520 = G and JZJ a N( Tg). 
Hence, JJ = D-l4 N(T). 
3. DIRECT PRODUCTS AND CHARACTERISTIC SUBGROUPS 
In this section, we will consider the following conditions. 
HYPOTHESIS 3.1. (a) p is a prime and S is a p-group; 
(b) 1 C Tq S; 
(c) T = TI x ... x T, for some isomorphic subgroups TI ,..., T, of T 
that are permuted among themselves (possibly intransitively) by conjugation 
by the elements of S. 
HPPOTHESIS 3.2. (a) p, S, T, and TI ,..., Tk satisfy Hypothesis 3.1. 
(b) for i = l,..., k and for x E N,( T,-) of order p, .x centralizes Ti . 
Note that Hypothesis 3.2 yields that G’,(Ti) C Z(Ti) for every i. 
LEMMA 3.1. Assume Hypothesis 3.1. 
(a) Suppose p is odd or 1 TI 1 > 2. Tlzen J(S) nownalizes TI ,..., Tk. 
(b) Suppose p is odd OY Z(T,) is not cyclic. Then J&S) normalizes 
T Tk. 1 ,**., 
Proof. We will prove (a); the proof of (b) is similar. Assume that (a) 
is false. Then there esist A E d(S) and iO such that I ,( i,, < k and A 
does not normalize T’, . We may assume that i,, = 1. Let Sz be the orbit 
of TI in {TI ,..., Tk} under conjugation by the elements of A, and let 
7~ = 1 Q I. For convenience in notation, we will assume that 52 = (TI ,..., T,}. 
Then we will assume that S = -4( TI ..* T,) and that n = k. 
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Let 9, = N,(T,). For i = I,..., k, take ai Ed such that T,“i = Ti ~ 
Ther, take a subgroup U, of Tl for which UI 4 T,=l,, , / L-1 / = 4 if p = 2, 
and / U, / = p if p > 2. (At this point in the proof of (b), we require also 
that ET1 C Q,(.Z(T,)) if p = 2.) For i = I,..., K, take ai GA such that 
T,“i = Tj ? and let cTi = Gyi. By taking A( L:, ... rTl) in place of S and 
Ul ,... I Lrt in place of Tl ? . . . . Tk , we still obtain a counteresample to the 
lemma. So we will assume that U, = Ti for each i. 
LetZ=Tnd=Tr\d,andY==Z~!(T,~:~T,).Thenk’istheset 
of ail elements of 2 whose component in Tl is trivial. Since -4 centralizes Y 
and ,q acts transitively on Q, every component of every element of 4’ 53 
trivial. Thus, I/’ = 1. 
For each i, let Zj = C,i(A,). Then 2, f  i. %,loreover, 1 Z 1 f  / Z, I 
because 4’ = 1 and A, centralizes the T,-component of each element in Z. 
Since A acts transitively on Q, A, = IV,(T~) and i Zi 1 = 1 Z, j for each i. 
-as =io(Z, ..’ Z,) is Abelian, its order cannot exceed the order of -g. Con- 
sequently, 
k = i ADA, 1 > 1 &(Z, ... Z,)/A, i 
= 1 z, ... Z&4, n (2, ... Z,))I 
- I 4 .” z,.z 1 = / z, I”/] 2 1 3 / z IL-1 > pc-1. 
Since k 3 2 and p >, 2, a simple calculation shows that k = p = 2. 
Therefore, i Z, 1 = j Z 1 = 2 and 1 Tr / = j L;, ; = 4. Thus, A, does not 
centralize TI . Let B = CAO(Tl). 
Let a E =1 - A, . Then T,” = T? , so Tl n A, = 1. Also, B = Ba = 
C,O(Tz). Hence, BT,T, is Abelian. So 
a contradiction. 
LElwRrA 3.2. dssurne Hypothesis 3.2. Let E = Q,(T) Bssume that Tl is 
indecomposable and that j Tl 1 > p. 
Let F be an elenzenta~y Abelian subgroup of 5’. Let C = C,(F) alld Ii = 
C n T. DeJine J to be J(C) if p = 2 arrd Tl is a cyclic or generalized quate&on 
group and to be Je(C) otherwise. Let K = C,(Qn,(Z(Jjj). Then 
(aj there exist n > 1 and U, ,..., rj;, C U such that C, U, and 7Y, ,...: ii;, 
sati@ fffpothesis 3.2, and U, s Tl ; 
(b) if p = 2, / T, 1 = 4, (~3 = Q,(T,) for i = I, . . . . k, and (~~1; = 
Ql(Tjjjforj = l,,.., n, then u1 ... uB = 71 ... 7, ; 
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(c) E n C _C Q,(Z(J)) n f&T(K)) n D(K) and U, ,..., U, _a K; and 
(d) if T e C, then there exists x E NE(C) - C such that x centr.alixes 
D(K). 
Proof. (a) We use induction on / F /. We may assume F f 1. Take 
Fl of indexp in F and take f EF - Fl . Let U* = C,(F,) and C* = C,(F,). 
Then F = Fl x (f > and, by induction hypothesis, U* and C* satisfy (a) 
in place of U and C. Since 
u = C,*((fj) and c = Cc*((f>), 
U and C satisfy (a) if I( f j/ < / F /. So we will assume that (f) = F. 
Let Q = {Tl ,..., T,}, and let I’ be a subset of G’ that consists of precisely 
one element from each orbit of 8 under conjugation by F. For convenience 
in notation, we will assume that, for some integers m, n, we have m < n and 
r = {Tl ,..., T,); Tif = Ti for i = I,..., m; 
Tif f  Ti for i = m + I,..., n. 
For i = l,..., n, define a subset Ui of S as follows: 
[ii = Ti if i < m; Ui = (xxf *** xfpdl 1 x E Ti} if i > m. 
By Hypothesis 3.2, f centralizes Tl ,..., T, . Therefore, for i = l,..., n, 
Vi is a subgroup of C that is isomorphic to Ti and, hence, to Tl . An easy 
calculation yields that 
u = u, x -‘. x u,. 
Now we check that U and C satisfy Hypothesis 3.2. Since U = T n C, 
U a C. Let g E C. Since g centralizes f, g takes (by conjugation) each orbit 
of Q under f to an orbit of Q under f. Hence, g permutes the subgroups 
U 1 ,...> U,, . Now, suppose m < i < n. Let Tj be the element of r that 
lies in the same orbit as Tig under F. Then T, = Tfh for some h EF. Hence, 
lJi” = uy = Uz”” = {(xxf **a 5’p 1 x E q} 
= {xgh(xgh)f -em (xgh)f’-lI x E Ti} = Uj . 
This proves Hypothesis 3.1 for U. 
Suppose g E C, g has order p, 1 < i < n, and g normalizes lJi . If i < m, 
then g centralizes Vi by Hypothesis 3.2 (for T). Suppose i > VZ. Since g 
normalizes Ui , g fixes the orbit of Ti in Q under F. Take e EF such that 
( Tig)” = Ti . Then ge has order 1 or p and ge normalizes Ti . By Hypothesis 
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3.2 (for T), ge centralizes Ti . Hence, ge centralizes Tf’ for i = 1, 2,...,p, 
and ge centralizes 7;Ti . Since e centralizes lJi , g centralizes P,‘: . This proves 
Hypothesis 3.2 for U. 
(b) This follows from the construction of the subgroups c,‘.is in (a) and 
an induction argument. 
(c) We apply (a). By Hypothesis 3.2, E = &(T) c Z(T). Therefore, E is 
elementary Abelian and E n C = Qr(T) fi C = Q,(U). By Lemma 2.6, 
Q,(T,) C D(T,). Since all of the subgroups Ti and Ui are isomorphic, 
Q,(U) = Q,(Ul) x ..’ >; n,(U,) c D(LTl) x .‘. x D(U,) = D(Cj. (3.1) 
Recall the two cases in the definition of U in the hypothesis. Suppose 
1 < i < ?z. By (a) and Lemma 3.1, J normalizes Lii . Hence, -Qr(]) centralizes 
Lii, by Hypothesis 3.2 for U. In both cases, we obtain that J centralizes 
Q,(UJ and that J contains Q,( UJ; hence, 52,( Uf) L Qr(Z(j)), 
As K centralizes Q,( U,), it normalizes lJi . Since 2’ is arbitrary, U c K amI 
Q,(U) C s2,(Z(K)). By (3.1), 4(U) C D(K). 
(d) Suppose T $ C. By Hypothesis 3.2, some Ti is not normalized 
by F. So F does not centralize Q,(Ti) and, therefore, does not centralize E, 
Hence, CC CK Since CE is a p-group, CC N&C). Consequently, there 
exists x E N,(C) - C. 
[K, (Xi] S [C, NE(C)] C C f3 E C Q~(Z(Kjj, (3.23 
by (a). Therefore, x induces a central automorphism on K by conjugation. 
By Lemma 2.1, x centralizes K’. Equation (3.2) also yields, for every k c K, 
This completes the proof of (d) and, thus, of Lemma 3.2. 
We collect some useful facts about characteristic subgroups of p-groups 
in the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3.3. Suppose p is a prime and P is a p-subgroup of a group 6, 
Let J be J(P) (or JO(P)). Let Z = &(2(J)) and K = C,(Z). Then 
(a) IfQ C P and K C Q, then K = Co(sZ,(Z~j(Q)))) (OP Co(Q,(Z(.J~(Q))>>). 
(b) The subgroup K is weakly closed in P witb respect to 6. 
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(c) Suppose P is a Sylow p-subgroup of G, x E P, and xp = 1. Then 
IL” E Z(N(J)) ;f  aud only if x E Z(N(K)). 
(d) &ppose P is a Sylo~w p-subgroup of G and E is an elementary Abelian 
subgroup of Z. Then E a N(J) if arzd on& ;f E a N(K). 
Proof. We will assume that J = Je(P); the proof for the other case is 
similar. 
(a) Since J _C KC Q, d,(P) = de(Q). So J = J@). Thus, 
GGW(Je(Q>N> = Q n C&7 = Q n K = K. 
(b) Suppose g E G and KY _C P. Then J” _C P. Hence, 
and J” C J. Therefore, Jg = J. 
Similarly, 
I@ _C C&W/9>) = K and Kg = K. 
(c) Let L = N(J) and M = N(K). I f  x E Z(L), then x E Z(M) because 
MC N(J,(K)) = N(J) = L. 
Assume, conversely, that .x E Z(M). Then x E Z a L. Now C,(Z) a L and 
S n C,(Z) is a Sylow p-subgroup of C,(Z). Since K = S n C,(Z), the 
Frattini argument yields that 
L = C,(Z) N,(K) _C C,(x). 
(d) This proof is similar to the proof of (c). 
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose p is a prime, S is a Sylow p-subgroup of a group G, 
and S = Q x R. Assume that Q is indecomposable and not Abe&an and that 
G,(Q) C Z(Q). Define J to be J(S) ifp = 2 and Q is a generalized quaternion 
group and to be J@(S) th o erwise. Let K = C,(&(Z(J))), L = N(K) n iV(Q’), 
and k = 1 N(K): L I. Then there exist isomorphic subgroups Tl ,..., Trc C K 
such that 
(a) S = Tl x R, 
(b) Tl >.-., Tk satisfy conditions (Bl), (B2), and (B3) of Theorem B, and 
(c) if Q n Z(N(S) n N(Q’)) # 1, th en there exist elements 71 E Tl ,..., 
7L E Tk , each of order p, such that 71 ... 7k E Z(N(K)). 
Proof. Note that N(S) n IV@‘) = NJS). 
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By Proposition 2.6, there exist Q, , RI C S such that 
and 
S=Q,XR,=Q~XR=QXR,,Q~‘=Q’, (3.3) 
Q1, RI a WS). 
Let J* and G* be subgroups of N(Q’j that contain Q’ and satisfy 
J*iQ’ = JWQ') and G*/Q' = Kiw~xA~“/Q’>. 
Note that 
(3.4) 
~LW~’ c ~NW) /dS/Q’) c G*/Q'- (3.5) 
Since QJQ C Z(S/Q’) C J(S/Q’), Q, C J* 2 O,(G*). As Qr E Q, Q, has no 
Abelian indecomposable factors. By Proposition 2.7 (applied to G* in place 
of G), there exists Q, a G* such that S = Qa x R, . 
By (3.3) and Proposition 2.1, Qi = Qr’ = 0, and 
S = Q, x R. 
By (3.5), G* Z NL(S) 1 S. Since Qa a G*, 
(3.6) 
Q2 a WS) = KdQ') n WV. (P-7) 
Let S = sZr(Q,) and Q, = (QJSZ = Q’G. S’ mce Qe is indecomposable and 
Sz C Z(Qa), Lemma 2.6 yields that a = C?r(D(Q~j). So 
Qo/Q’ = (QJ”Rl(QJ a G”/Q’. (3.8) 
By Proposition 2.11 (with K in place of T), Q a L. Since Q’ 4 L, 
8gL and Q. = i2Q’g.L. (3.9) 
Let H = N(K). Since Qs centralizes !Zr(S), Q2 C KC G,(H). By (3.6) 
and (3.7j, we may apply Proposition 2.8 to H in place of 6. We take g, ,.~., g, 
and Q* as in Proposition 2.8; using (3.9), we require that Q’k 2 Q. . Deiine 
I4 = n, 
Ti = Q*‘( for each i, and T = Tf =‘a T, = 
Then S = Tl x R, T,(IL, T,’ =Qa’ =Q’, 52CQaCT,, and the sub- 
groups Ts satisfy (Blj and (B2) (f or K as above). Since TI G Qa and 
.n,(Q,j = s2 C Tl , D = f&(2-,). By (3.8), 
T,‘s2,(T,) = Q’Q a G”. (3.10) 
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Suppose P is a p-subgroup of N(T,) that contains TI . By Lemma 2.9, 
TI is a direct factor of P. By (3.4), (3.10), and Proposition 2.11, &(T,) = 
Q 4 N(P) n IV@‘). As every Ti is conjugate to TI , we obtain (B3). This 
proves parts (a) and (b) of Theorem 3.1. 
Assume that Q n Z(N,(S)) # 1. Th en there exists some nonidentity 
element (T in Qr(Q) n Z(N,(S)). By (a), (3.3), and Proposition 2.1, S = 
TI x RI = Q x R, . Take Q- E TI and p E RI such that rt.~ = u. Since 
o#R,, T i 1. Hence, 7 has order p. Suppose g EL. Then 79 E TI , so 
+ E QI(TI) C Z(S). Note that (g, S) CL. By a lemma of Burnside [5, p. 2031, 
there exists lz E NL(S) such that -+ = ~8. Since 
T/A = a E Z(N,(S)) and 
q~ = c = oh = rhph. As S = Tr x RI, 7 = rh = 79 and p = ph. Thus, 
T E L&( TI) n Z(L). 
For i = l,..., k, let 7i = +i E Ti . Since g, ,..., g, is a transversal to L 
in H, the elements T1 ,..., Tk are permuted by conjugation by the elements 
of H. Therefore, 
71 . ..T~E(T~...T~)~Z(H). 
This proves (c) and completes the proof of Theorem 3.1. 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM A 
Our proof of Theorem A depends largely on the following result 
[2, Theorem 61. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Suppose p is a prime, S is a Sylow p-subgroup of a 
group G u E s n Z(W(S))), and o is not weakly closed in S with respect 
to G. Let M = C(O). Let 9 be the set of all p-subgroups D, of M for which 
(T E DO , D, = J(DJ, and 0 $Z(N(D,)). Then 4 is not empty. 
Furthermore, let d(Y) be the maximum of the ftumbers d(D,). Choose D 
to be an element of 9 that is maximal with respect to inclusion, subject to the 
condition that d(D) = d(3). Then p = 2, and N(D) contains subgroups A, 
W, Z and an element g with the following propmties: 
(4.1) W is a four-group and Z(D) = W x Z, 
(4.2) A is an Abelian p-subgroup of N,(W) and g E N(W) n C(Z), 
(4.3) I A I = d(D), 
(4.4) A9 does not centralize 0, and 
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(4.5) (A, Ag) centralizes Z and induces the entiye group aut TV on IV 
by conjugation. 
Moreover, D can be chosen to satisfy the folloming additional conditions: 
(4.6) N,(D) is a Sylow p-subgroup ofNo andN,(J(Ar~(D))) C M, and 
(4.7) Z(S) c C,(D) = Z(D). 
?\Te also note that, from the proof of Proposition 4.1, we can require 
ACS and 1 A j = d(Ns(D)) = d(D) (42) 
in addition to (4.6) and (4.7). 
Now assume that Theorem A is false, and let G be a counterexample. 
As mentioned in the introduction, IJ is not weakly closed in S with respect 
to G. By hypothesis, u E Z(N(K)). By Lemma 3.3: u E Z(N(j(S))). Con- 
sequently, G, S, and cr satisfy the hypothesis of Proposition 4.1. 
We choose notation as in the statement of Proposition 4.1. We also require 
that D and A satisfy [4.6), (4.7), and (4.8). Define 
co = cm, and N = (Co ) N(D)). 
Then N(D) normalizes CO, so CO 4 N. Let S, be a Sylow 2-subgroup 
of N that contains N,(D), and let C = S, (? C, . Then C is a Sylow 2-sub- 
group of C, , and by the Frattini argument, 
N = NN(C)CO ~ (4.9) 
Take h E N,v(C) and c E CO such that lzc = g. Then 
h E NdC) and Ah = (As)“-’ $ C,(&‘j = C,(U). (4.10) 
Let D* = J(C). Since u E Z(C,) and (T 6 Z(N), (4.9) yields that 
u $ Z(NJC)). Hence, D* E 9. As C 2 D, 
d(D*) = d(C) > d(D). 
The maximal choice of D yields that d(D*) = d(D), Then D* 2 D. By 
maximahty again, D = D*. Therefore, 
N,(D) C S, C N(C) C N(D*) = N(D). 
By (4.6), N,(D) = S, . Thus, 
c = s, n c,, = N,(D) n C,(F) = C,(F) = G(F). (4.11) 
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Let A, = C,(F) = C n A. By (4.3) and (4.5), 
I A I = W) and 1 A/A, 1 = 2. (4.12) 
Take b E A - A, . Then A = (b, A,). By (4.10), 
A,h _c c and bh ‘$2 C(0). (4.13) 
We note that T and Tl ,..., TI, satisfy Hypothesis 3.2. For F and C as 
above, take U and U, ,,.., U, as in Lemma 3.2. By (4.11) and Lemma 3.2, 
C = C,-(Qr(Z(J(C)))) and U, ,..., U, a C. For i = l,..., n, let 7i be the 
unique involution in Vi . By Lemma 3.2, 
Tl ,..., 7, E Z(C). 
By (4.13), bh does not centralize 7i for some i. Let RI = (U$-’ and 
R, = ( Ui)h-lb = Rib. Then RI , R, 4 C because Vi 4 C. Since 7:-lbh # T( , 
Q#G> i L$(R,). So R,R, = R, x RR,. By (4.12) and (4.13), 
A, normalizes R, and R, , and R$ = R;’ = RI. 
Therefore, A normalizes R, x R, . Let S* = A(R,R,). By (4.8), B E &(S*). 
By Lemma 3.1 applied to RI x R, and S*, A normalizes RI and R, , which 
is false. This contradiction completes the proof of Theorem A. 
5. PROOF OF THEOREM B: WEAK CLOSURE 
We will prove Theorem B by contradiction. Assume that the theorem 
is false and that G is a counterexample of minimal order. Let E = L&(T) 
and M = N(E). By (B4), 
Ql( Ti) _C Z( Ti) for. each i. (5.1) 
By (Bl), (B3), and Lemma 2.8, 
I&‘,) = NSF,) and Ll,(iV,(T,)) C C,(TJ for each i. (5.2) 
Note that T and S satisfy Hypothesis 3.2. 
In this section we will assume that E is not weakly closed in S with respect 
to G and will derive a contradiction. 
Take g E G such that Es C S and Eg # E. I f  Eg 4 S, then Eg is conjugate 
to E in N(S), by a lemma of Burnside [5, p. 2031. But N(S) C N(K) C N(E), 
by (Bl). Therefore, Eg + S. By a theorem of Burnside [5, p. 461, there 
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exists a p-subgroup R, of 114 such that E _C I?, and E 4 N(R,). Choose 
R, of maximal order subject to these restrictions. Conjugat%g by an element 
of Ill if necessary, we may assume that R, C S. Since -V(S) c N(K) c X, 
R, c s. Thus, I &I I < I ~M(&?lP . 
Consider the set 92 of allp-subgroups R of Al such that 1 N,,(R)!, > j R, i, 
R 2 E, and E + N(R). Of the elements of W with / N(R)j, maximal: choose 
R of maximal order. Let H = N(R). Let S* be a Sy-low p-subgroup of 
N,,(R). Conjugating R by an element of 114 if necessary, we will assume 
that S* c S. 
Let Q be any p-subgroup of G that contains 5’“. Then I!? _C S* C & 3 41. 
Since 
we have N(Q n M) C M, by the choice of R, . Pn particular, No@ n M> == 
Q n ill’, SO Q = Q n M. Thus, 
(5.3) M contains every p-subgroup of G that contains S”. 
Consequently, S* is a Sylowp-subgroup of H. A similar argument shows that 
(5.4) if RX a S* and R* 3 R, then W(R*) L RI. 
Let J = j,(R). S’ mce EC R, the subgroups Q,( TJ are contained in R 
and are permuted by the elements of R by conjugation. By (B2), (B4), and 
(B5), E is the direct product of the subgroups R,(T& and either p is odd 
or each subgroup “Q1(Ti) is not cyclic. By Lemma 3.1 (applied to E and R 
instead of TI ... Tk and S), J normalizes .Q,(TJ for each 1. Since j is 
generated by elementary Abelian groups of maximal order, J centralizes 
and hence contains Q,(TJ for each i, by (5.2). Consequently, 
E = Q,(T,) x =.. x Q,(T,) _C Q,(Z(j)). (5.5) 
Let F be the smallest normal subgroup of H that contains E. Thus, 
F _C a,(Z(J)). Let U = C,,(F). By the Frattini argument, 
N = C,(F) N,(U) = C,(F) NH(R7;!). 
Since E C F and E + H, E 3 N,(RU). Th us, X(RlJ) g AT. Since R U a S”, 
(5.4) yields that RF = R. Thus, U C R. Since U = C,*(F), 
(5.6) 
Since F a H and EC F, FEW. By the maximdity of $?, S* is a Sylow 
p-subgroup of N,(F). Hence, 
s:‘: = N,(F) and U = C,,(F) = C,(F). (5.7) 
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Let L = C,(~r(Z(J))). Since F centralizes E and F is elementary Abelian, 
(5.2), (5.6), and (5.7) yield that 
Titles(F) = UcR and Tig U for each i. 
Similarly, Ti a C,(sZ,(Z(j))) = L for each ;, by (5.5). By (B3), (B4), and 
Proposition 2.3, 
(5.8) T is a direct factor of L and &(Ti) a N&T,‘) for each i. 
Let J* = Je(S*). Take any i such that 1 < i 6 k. Let g, ,...,g, be a 
transversal to N,(T,‘) in H. LetQi = T.? forj = l,..., r. By Proposition 2.3, 
(0, >*.-, Qr> =Q1 x ... x0,. 
Hence, fir(Q, ..* QT) = J&(QJ x -** x !&(Q,). By (5.8), H permutes the 
subgroups r;2,(Qj) by conjugation. By Lemma 3.1, J* normalizes every 
Ql(Qj). Since J* is generated by elementary Abelian groups, (5.2) yields 
that J* centralizes every &(QJ. However, sZ,(Qr ... Qr) is clearly the smallest 
normal subgroup of H that contains Qr( Ti). Since i is arbitrary, J* centralizes 
the smallest normal subgroup of H that contains E, i.e., 
J*CC,(F) = UCR. 
Therefore, J* = Je(R) = Ja H. By (5.5), E _C J. Hence, JE 92. By the 
maximal choice of R, 
Consequently, S* = S and J = Je(S). Since E + N(J), Lemma 3.3 yields 
that E +I N(K). But clearly this is impossible by(B1). This contradiction 
completes the proof that E is weakly closed in S with respect to G. 
Remark. A similar proof can be used to show that every element of 
En Z(N(K)) is weakly closed in S with respect to G, and, hence, that 
En Z(N(K)) C Z*(G) if p = 2. Th is result will be proved in Section 8 
as an easy corollary of the strong closure of E in S with respect to G. 
6. A RESULT CONCERNING STRONG CLOSURE 
In order to continue the investigation of a minimal counterexample to 
Theorem B, we prove a general result about strong closure. 
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THEOREM 6.1. Suppose p is a prime and S is a Sylow p-subgroup of a8 
arbitrary group G. Suppose E a S and E is not strongly closed in S with 
respect to G. Take E, C E of maximal order subject to the condition that, 
for some g E G, E,f C S and E,g $ E. Let ill = N(E). Dej&e 22 to be the set 
of all p-subgroups R of M such that 1 E n R 1 > 1 E, 1 and E n R 43 K(R). 
Let 8, be the set of all R E 2 such that no element of W properly<ontainr 
a conjugate of R. Let 2’” be the set of all elements R of .3Je z&h the property 
that Als(R) is a Sylozo p-subgroup of N(R). Then 
(2) The sets 22 and ZZc are not empty and are closed under conjugation 
by elements of M. 
(b) If  R E 2?‘c , then there exists g E G such that Rg E W*. 
(c) Suppose R E 9X”c , g E G, and Q is a p-subgroup of M that proper& 
contains R. Assume that QQ C M. Then, for every subgroup Q* ofQ> Q*” n E = 
(Q” n E)g. 
(d) Suppose R E W*, V a R, and Z 6 E n V= Assume that 
Za G, and E n V j N(R) r; N(V). 
Assume also that tlzere exists a zueakly closed subgroup K of S such that 
2 C K C C(E) and N(K) c M. Then C,;,(V/Z) = Csfz( V/Z), and <f 
R C -Ws(V), C,iz(V/Z) is a Sylow p-subgroup of C,,,(F-/Z)~ 
(e) Suppose R E W, Q _C N,(R), alad Q $ R. Then there exists h E N(R) 
such that Qh does not normalize E n R, Q does not normalize (E n R)h, and 
h E (Q, Q”, Is>. 
Remark. If  E is Abelian and E,, C E, then the condition on. K in part (d) 
of Theorem 6.1 can be satisfied by choosing K to be E, 
Proof. (a) Take E,, L E and g E G as in the hypothesis of the proposition 
By Alperin’s fusion theorem [4, p. 2441, there exists a positive integer n, 
subgroups S, ,..., SYa of S, and elements g, ,*..> g2 of G such that 
gi E N(S,) and Ns(Si) is a Sylow p-subgroup of Iv(&) for each i; 
E, C S, and EF”‘gi C S,,l for i = l,..., n - I; 
and.g, ‘**g, =g. 
Take i minimal such that E~SI...~~ $ E. Then II$$...~‘-~ (or E, f  if i = H) is 
contained in E n Si ; hence, j E, / < 1 E n Si 1 and (E n S.@ $ E. There- 
fore, E n S, 3 N(S,). Since Si C S C M, Si E 3. Thus, 9 is not empty. 
Clearly, every element of maximal order in 9 belongs to W, . It is obvious 
that 9 and Z)G are closed under conjugation by elements of &I. 
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(b) Suppose R E $2,. Then for some x EN(R), Rx = R C M and 
(E n R)* g E. Suppose that Q is a p-subgroup of lid that contains R, that 
g E G, and that 
Qg-CM and (QnE)g$ZE. 
Take m, n EM such that Q” _C S and p* _C S. Let A = m-lgn. Then 
Qm _C S, (Q”)” C S, and (pnE)h=(QnE)mh=(QnE)s"$E"=E. 
Applying Alperin’s theorem to Qm instead of E,, , we obtain some Si‘-C S 
and gi E N(S) such that Si contains a conjugate of .Q, N,(S) is a Sylow 
p-subgroup of N(S,), 
IEnW <lEnSA and (En Sip i& E. 
Thus, S, E 9! and Si contains a conjugate of R. Since R E 9, , Si is conjugate 
to R and Si E ~33~. Hence, Q = R and Si E 93’“. 
(c) Take Q and g as given in the hypothesis of (c). Let E* = Qg n E. 
The proof of (b) shows that (Q n E)Q !Z E and, thus, that (Q n IX)9 C E*. 
Suppose E* 3 (Q n E)g. Take m E M such that Qm _C S, and let h = g-1. 
Then 
I~~IeI~~~l~lQ~~l~l~*I and E*hmCQ" _C S. (6.1) 
By the definition of E,, , E*hm Z E. So 
E*hm_CpnE=(QnEp and lE*l = lE*Y < IQnEl, 
contrary to (6.1). Hence, (Q n E)g = E* = p n E. Suppose Q* CQ. Then 
(Q*nE)s_CQ*gnE and (Q*gnE)nCQ*n(QgnE)h_CQ*nE. 
SO Q*QnE =(Q*nE)g. 
(d) If  R = N,(V), the result is easy. Therefore, we will assume that 
R CN,(V). 
Assume first that 2 = I. Let S, be a Sylowp-subgroup of N( Y) n N(E n V) 
that contains Ns( I’), and let S, = R(C(V) n S,). Since 
C(V)gN(V)nN(En V), 
(6.2) S, n C(V) is a Sylow p-subgroup of C(V) and Sa is a Sylow 
p-subgroup of RC( V). 
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Assume that R C S, . Now KC C(E n V); take a Sylow p-subgroup S, 
of N(E n Y) that contains K. By the weak closure of K in S, Kg S3 and 
Sa c N(K) _C Iil. Take g E N(E n V) such that Sp C S, . Then 
By (c) (with Q = N,(V) and Q* = IJ), VQ n E = (V n E)g. Since R E 377 
and RQ C SpQ, we have Sag $ W. Hence, E n S,Q 4 N(S,Qj. So 
(E n V)Q = E n VQ = (E n S,Q) n Vg 4 X(S,g) n N(Pj; 
E n V g N(S,) n N(V). 
(5.4) 
Let C = C(V), L = N(R) n N(v), and W = (C’, L). Then R CL and 
L normalizes C. Hence, CR 4 H and H = CL. By (fd), (&4), and the 
Frattini argument, 
H = (CR) NH(&) C (C, R, N(S,) n N(V)) C N(E n V). 
But L c H, and, by the hypothesis of (d), En P’ + L. This contradiction 
shows that R = S, . By (6.2), R contains a Sylow p-subgroup of C(Vj. 
Consequently, R = C,(V). 
Now consider the case where Z # 1. Whenever g E 6, E,Q 5 S, and 
Eog g E, then 
(EoZ)Q C EoQZQ c SZ = S, and (E&Q Q E. 
By the definition of E, , we have E,,Z = E, and Z _C I$, j 
Suppose R E W. Take Jz E IV(R) such that (E n R)‘k $ E. Take K?, n E lU 
such that Ii’” c S and RiLn 2 S. Let g = m-%n. Then 
and 
R’“Z _C S, (RrnZ)B c s, 
(E n RafZ)Q = (E n RZp = (E ,? RZ)hn g ET% = E. 
By the definition of E, , / E n RoLZ 1 < 1 E, I < 1 E n R j = 1 E n Rqn 1~ 
Therefore, E n R”Z = E n Rm, and Z _C Rm. So Z _C R. Since this is true 
for all R E W and since Z C E,, , the hypothesis of this proposition is satisfied 
if we replace each of E, , E, S, K, and G by its factor group module Z and 
replace 3 by the set of all factor groups R/Z as R ranges over 9. No-w 
the general case of (d) follows from our above proof for the case in which 
z= 1. 
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(e) Take H to be a subgroup of N(R) that is minimal with respect 
to the properties that H 2 QR and E n R + H. Let N be the smallest - 
normal subgroup of H that contains QR and let T be a Sylow p-subgroup 
of N that contains QR. Assume that E n R a N. Take g E N(R) n N(E n R) 
such that Tg_C S. Since R C Q”R C Tg and R E .?Z’*, Tg $3. As 1 E, 1 < 
[EnRielEnTgI, 
E n Tgg N(Tg). 
By (c), E n Tg = (E n T)g. Therefore, E n T 4 N(T). So E n R = 
R n (E n T) 4 N,(T). By the Frattini argument, 
H = NN,(T) _C N,(E n R), 
which contradicts the choice of H. Consequently, E n R +I N. - 
Since E n R +I N, there exists h E H such that Qh does not normalize 
E n R. By the &&imal choice of H, 
H = (Q, Q”, R). 
Since En R 43 H, (E n R)h +I H. However, since E n R 4 R, (E n R)h 4 R. 
So Qh does r& normalize En R and Q does not normalize (E n R)h. This 
completes the proof of (e) and, thus, of Proposition 6.1. 
7. PROOF OF THEOREM B: STRONG CLOSURE 
Here we continue the investigation, begun in Section 5, of a minimal 
counterexample, G, to Theorem B. We have shown in Section 5 that E 
is weakly closed in S with respect to G. In this section we will assume that 
E is not strongly closed in S with respect to G and will derive a contradiction. 
Assume the notation of Theorem 6.1. Take R E 22*, and let F = E n R, 
H = N(R), and E* = N,(R). Since E is weakly closed, F C E. So R C ER, 
and R C N&R) = RE*. Thus F C E*. Take h E H as in part (e) of 
Theorem 6.1. Then 
(7.1) E*h does not normalize F, and E* does not normalize Fh. 
Thus, there is a symmetry between E and E”; we will exploit it on occasion. 
Since EgS and RGS, we have F=EnRgR. Hence, F”4R. 
Moreover, 
[FFh, E*] _C R n E = F _C FFh. 
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Therefore, E* normalizes FFh. A similar calculation for E”” yields that 
(7.2j E* and E*” normalize FFh. 
Note that K is weakly closed in S by Lemma 3.3. TVe will obtain several 
applications of Theorem 6.1(d). First, we temporariljr define J’ = FFh and 
Z = 1. Note that Va R. By (7.1) and (7.2), F = E 19 b’ 43 N(R) n N(V) 
and R C E*R _C -Ws(V). Therefore, Theorem 6.1(d) :;ields that 
C,(FFh) = E n Cs(FFh) = E n C,(FF”) = C,(FFh). (7.3) 
Now we temporarily define J’ = Q,(Z(FFh)), Z = 1, and C = C,(V). 
Assume that F n V + NH( J’). By (7.2), N,( Vj >_ RE* 1 R. By Theorem - 
f;.l(dj, 
c = C,(V) = C,(V) = C,h( V). 
Since E = Q1(T) and E n R = F C E, T $ C. Let K* = C,(Q1(Z(Jr,(C)))j. 
Since T and S satisfy Hypothesis 3.2, Lemma 3.2 yields that 
D(K*)2EnC=(EnR)nC=Fr,C=F 
and that there exists x E Ai, - C such that x centralizes D(K*). Since 
Fh C E”, Lemma 3.2(c) similarly yields that Fh C D(K*). Thus, x E CE(FFh). 
By (7.3j, 
XEFCK”CC, 
contrary to the choice of x. This contradiction shows that r n 8’ 4 -VH(l.). 
Since J/ r; F = CF(Fh) and E*” C NH(V), 
E*h normalizes CF(Fhj~ 
For the remainder of Section 7, define 2 to be C,(Fhj. We will show 
that Z C Z(G). Let G* = C,(Z) E*h. If  G* = 6, then C(Z) a G and 
E”” _C C(Z)h = C(Z), 
so Z C Z(G). Assume that G* C G. Let S* be a Sylow p-subgroup of G” 
that contains S n G*. Then S* contains K and Fh. Since K 2 J<(S), we have 
.Je(S) = Jew*> and K = Cs&(Z(Jc(S*)))). 
It is easy to see that the hypothesis of Theorem B is still satisfied with S* 
and G* in place of S and G. Therefore, by induction, E is strongly closed 
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in S* with respect to G* However, there exists g E E*h such that 
Fg C R n G* _C S* and Fg g E. This contradiction shows that 
Cp(Fh) = 2 C Z(G). (7.4) 
Let C, be the subgroup of G that contains Z and satisfies the condition that 
C&Z = C,,,(FF”/Z). 
By Theorem 6.1(d), C, n S = C, n R. Therefore, 
C,,,(FFh/Z) = (E n R)/Z = F/Z. (7.5) 
We now consider the action ofFh on E. Let Ei = l&(Z(T,)) for i = I,..., k. 
Then E = El x ... x Ek , and Fh permutes the subgroups Ei in the same 
way that it permutes the subgroups Ti . By (7.5), C,(FiL) = C,(FFh) CF. 
Therefore, Fh does not centralize every Ei . Take any element zi of Fh that 
does not centralize E. We may assume that ~1 does not centralize El . By (5.2), 
Let m = [Fh: N&E,)]. For convenience in notation, we may assume that 
the conjugates of El under Ffc are precisely El ,..., Em . Let D be a complement 
to NFh(E1) in Fh that contains o. Then the permutation representation of D 
on El ,..., E,,l is equivalent to the regular representation of D. Since 
-A$&) = CFh(El) = (CF@# = CF,(Eld) for all d E D, 
N,,(EJ = C,@, *-- E,,) 
and 
Fh = CFh(E1 -.. Em) x D. (7.6) 
Let D, be a complement of (v) in D. Since D acts regularly on the 
subgroups Ei , an extension of the proof of Lemma 3.2 yields that 
where J$ = Ei+j whenever 1 < i < p and 0 < j < P - i. Let 
and define E,,E,, to contain E,, and satisfy 
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Then F and F” centralize E,,,,/E, . Moreover, 
E,, L C’,(P) = C&W) = C,(FP) = Z; 
by (7.3) and (7.4). Hence, EJZ centralizes FF”/Z. By (7.3, Ea, CF. Xow 
take y  E E,, such that y  $ E, ~ By considering the action of c on & . I. I?, I 
we obtain that 
and 
1 Eool(Eoo n CC4>l = I GdEo I = I E, I = i E, I (7.7) 
1 F”/C,,(y)I = 1 FyvFh(El) D, 1 = p. (7.8) 
Let i El / = p”. By (B4) and (B5), TI is not Abelian and is not a generalized 
quaternion group. As El = Q,(T,), e > 2. Ev (7.7), 
I F/C,(v)1 Z I EooI(E~o n C(.aj)i = P’ > P. (7.9) 
However, ZI was chosen to be any- element of Fh that does not centraiize E. 
Since 3’ EF and y  does not centralize Eh, tb.e symmetry between E and EiL 
yields that / P/C& y)i > p, contrary to (7.Sj. This completes the proof 
that E is strongly closed in S with respect to G. 
8. PROOF OF TI~EOREM B: COSCL'JSION 
As in Sections 5 and 7, we assume that G is a minimal cocnterexam$e 
to Theorem B. Since we have shown that E is strongly closed in 5’ with 
respect to G, it follows that p = 2 and that some element ci of E n Z(Y(Kj) 
does not lie in Z*(G). As mentioned in the introduction, G is not weakly 
closed in S with respect to 6; equivalently , iv\ is cot strongly closed. 
Apply Theorem 6.1 with x<~> in place of E. Take R E .P. Let lr = E n R. 
Then D E Ti. By the strong closure of E, Va 9(R). By Lemma 3.3: K is 
weakly closed in 5’. By Theorem O.!(d), 
C,(V) = C,( q 2 R. 
Hence, R L R and N(R) L N(K) c C(o), contrary to our choice of R. This 
contradiction shows that 0 E Z*(G) and completes the proof of Theorem B. 
9. PROOF OF THEOREM G 
We assume the hypothesis of Theorem C. Thus, S is a Sylow 2-subgroup 
of a group G, Q is a non-Abelian, indecomposable direct factor of S, and 
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4(Q) C Z(Q). Take R C S such that Q x R = S. Let M = N(S) n N(Q’). 
Then Q n Z(M) f  1. 
Define K, L, k, and Tl ,..., Tk. , rr ,..., 71i as in Theorem 3.1. Then condi- 
tions (Bl) through (B4) of Theorem B are satisfied and 
71 ... rk E Z(N(K)) and 1 f  7i E sZ,( TJ for i = l,..., k. (9.1) 
If  Q is not a generalized quaternion group, then Theorem B and (9.1) yield 
that 
1 f  71 ...T~E(T~ ... TJ n Z(N(K)) _C S n Z*(G). 
Assume that Q is a generalized quaternion group. Let .0 = (T1 ,..., TJc}, 
and let r be an arbitrary orbit of JJ under S by conjugation. Choose some 
fixed Ti in r. Let Si = iV,(TJ. Let U be a subgroup of order four in Ti 
that is normal in T& . Since Qi is a generalized quaternion group, U is 
cyclic and Q,(U) = Ql(Ti) = (TV). Let P be the set of all groups of the 
form Us for g E S. Note that 
U’, _C Tis for each g E S, and [PI =jr1. (9.2) 
By Lemma 2.9, every element of order two that normalizes U must 
centralize Cr. Hence. 
(9.3) whenever U* E r*, x: E Nc( l?), and ~a = 1, then x centralizes U*. 
For every orbit r of .fZ under S, define a set P of subgroups as above. 
By (9.1), (9.2) and (9.3), the union of the sets r* satisfies the hypothesis 
of Theorem A. Hence, by Theorem A, 
71 ..- T~ E S n Z”(G). 
This completes the proof of Theorem C. 
10. PROOF OF THEOREM D 
Take Q as in the hypothesis of Theorem D. We give a cyclic proof of 
the theorem. Obviously, (c) implies (b). 
Assume (b). Let d be any subgroup of odd order in aut Q, and let G 
be the semi-direct product of Q by A. Embed Q and A in G in the natural 
manner. By (b), there exists 0 f  1 in Q n Z*(G). For every Q: E 8, (T-W 
lies in Q and has odd order, so U-%P = 1 and U* = cr. Hence, A fixes LS. 
Thus, (b) implies (a). 
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Finally, assume (a) and assume Q x R is a Sylow 2-subgroq of a group G. 
Let S = Q x A and ill = N(S) n N(Q’). By Proposition 2.6, there exists 
Q* 4 IU such that (Q*)’ = Q’ and S = Q* i< R. iet Ms be a complement 
of S in M. By (a), MO centralizes some element G of order 2 in Qua Then 
CT EQ* n Z(M). By Theorem C (with Q*’ in place of Q), S n Z*(G) f 1. 
Hence, Q satisfies (c). Thus, (a) implies (c). This completes the proof of 
Theorem D. 
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